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Executive Summary

The “Link Michigan” proposal introduced on November 29, 2001 includes three bills.1 
We have reviewed these bills and evaluated the fiscal impact on telecommunication pro-
viders and their customers; local governments; and the state.

TAXES AND FEES Senate Bill 880, as introduced, would authorize the following taxes and fees:

1. An “administrative” or “permit fee” of $500 for the “access or use” of rights-of-way 
in each municipality in each county of the state in which it has lines or facilities.2 
[Section 5]

2. A charge to reimburse the wages and costs incurred by a municipality for “activities 
directly related to the construction or installation of telecommunications facilities 
within a right-of-way.” This charge, under the bill, cannot be excessive or inade-
quate. [Section 3 (4)]

1. We reviewed Senate bills 880, 881, and 883, all introduced November 30. The key tax bill is 
SB 880, to be identified as the “metropolitan extension telecommunications rights-of-way 
oversight act.” 

2. The bill applies this fee to any “metropolitan area,” defined as any “municipality” that exists 
within a county with a population of over 10,000, or which declares itself to be a metropolitan 
area for the purposes of this Act. Only a handful of counties (e.g. Luce, Keewanaw, Baraga) 
have populations under 10,000, and therefore the vast majority of the population of the state 
would be declared to live in a “metropolitan area” under the bill. For those handful of munici-
palities that are not automatically “metropolitan,” a simple declaration resolution would 
enable them to receive funds under the Act.
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3. A tax of “seven cents per linear foot of right-of-way for all rights-of-way occupied 
by the provider’s lines and facilities.” This charge will then be adjusted each year by 
the increase in the consumer price index.1 [Section 8]

REVENUE SUMMARY Our estimation is based on a rigorous analysis of the actual bill, a comparison with cur-
rent law, review of the available data from the MPSC, FCC, and other government 
sources, and a sophisticated simulation model. Where possible, we have documented 
the data sources and calculation methods used to arrive at our estimate. Our estimation 
of the tax and fee revenue imposed by the bills is subject to more than the usual cau-
tions, as key definitional and tax base information has not been available. This has 
required the use of assumptions that are quite significant. As the bills are debated, and 
perhaps amended, a change away from the stated assumptions could change the revenue 
impact dramatically.

Using conservative assumptions, we estimate the first-year impact of the proposal to be 
$4.4 million in new permit fees imposed on telecommunications providers and their 
customers, an increase of $5.8 million in reimbursements to local governments for 
right-of-way; and $70.9 million in new right-of-way taxes. While permit fee revenue is 
forecasted to fall from its peak in the initial year (subject to the cautions expressed 
below), the revenue from reimbursements and the right-of-way tax continues to grow 
over the following decade. See the following table.

DISPOSITION OF REVENUE This first-year revenue will be split by local governments, which will receive $60.8 mil-
lion in the first year; a new state agency to finance telecommunication investments, 
which will receive $31.2 million; and other agencies and funds (including the MPSC), 
which will receive the remainder. The smallest share—$1.8 million—goes to a service 
improvement fund for low-income and rural residents of the state.

1. After ten years of 3% inflation, the 7-cent tax rate would grow to a 9.4-cent rate.

TABLE 1. Fiscal Impact of “Link Michigan” Proposal as Introduced—preliminary

Provision

Current Law 
Revenue, if any 

(2001)

Link Michigan
Initial Revenue 

(2002)

Link Michigan
Revenue
(2012)

Twelve-Year
Cumulative 

Revenue
(2001-2012)

Permit Fee 0 4.4 0.9 14.2

Right-of-Way Tax 0 70.9 105.8 962.3

Reimbursement of Munici-
pal Costs

15.0 20.9 31.1 298.2

Total Tax and Fee Revenue $15.0 $96.2 $137.8 $1,274.7

Amounts shown are current US dollars in millions
Source: BBK fiscal simulation model
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CRITICAL NOTES This package of bills, and this fiscal analysis, should be considered with the following 
cautions in mind:

1. There are serious constitutional questions regarding the levy of the right-of-way tax, 
including its non-uniformity, the lack of a valid tax statement in the bill, and the 
overlapping of the existing tax on utility property. Its labeling in the bill as a “main-
tenance fee” practically guarantees a legal challenge.

2. There are serious questions regarding the tax base for the right-of-way tax. We have 
made reasonably conservative assumptions regarding its scope (assuming, for exam-
ple, that it does not apply to cables on private land, nor on cable television lines, and 
is levied on a “per-sheath” basis), which could result in an underestimate of the tax 
liability.

3. The application of the permit fee in the bill is open to widely varying interpretation. 
Here again we used a conservative assumption; namely that permits were needed 
only once during a ten-year period for rights-of-way not requiring major work.

4. The repeal of the existing “actual costs” reimbursement authorization, and its 
replacement by a more expansive “costs directly related” standard, could result in a 
much expanded ability for local governments to charge telecommunication provid-
ers for their costs than is currently allowed. We have assumed a relatively small 
increase in the cost per foot, as well as held it constant over the next decade, and our 
figures may prove an underestimate.

5. The growth rate in telecommunications facilities assumes that the bill, if enacted, 
would have a modest slowing effect on the building of new facilities, and that this 
would be partially offset by the growth of facilities subsidized by the new communi-
cations financing authority. This, again, may prove to be optimistic, as some facili-
ties could be abandoned rather than have new taxes and fees imposed on their 
current owners.

Summary of Taxes and Fees

The following table summarizes the key information about the taxes and fees in the bill.
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TABLE 2. Taxes and Fees in the “Link Michigan” Proposal, Senate Bill 880 (Preliminary)

Tax or Fee Authority Basis Rate
Estimated First-Year
Revenue

“Permit” or “Administrative” 
Fee

Section 5 “access or use” of rights-
of-way, in each munici-
pality, for each provider

$500 per permit $4.4 milliona

Reimbursement of wages and 
costs of municipalities for ser-
vices related to rights-of-way

Section 3 
(4)

cost to municipality for 
“activities” directly 
related to construction or 
installation of facilities 
within a right of way.

costs claimed by 
municipality; not 
to be “excessive or 
inadequate.”

$20.9 million;

Replaces about $15 mil-
lion in current charges 
authorized under Michi-
gan Telecommunications 
Act.b

Tax on “access to or use of” 
rights-of-wayc

Section 8 “linear foot of right-of-
way for all rights-of-way 
occupied by the pro-
vider’s lines and facili-
ties”

7 cents per linear 
foot in initial year; 
rate increases by 
CPI each year 
afterd

$70.9 millione

Memo:
Recommended Fees and Taxes

Tax or Fee on “wireless carri-
ers”

Section 17 MPSC to conduct a feasi-
bility study and “make 
recommendations” on 
“extending” the fees 
under this Act to wireless 
providers within one year

“equivalent to not 
more than 50%” of 
the per-lineal-foot 
tax charged wire-
line providers

Unknown

Memo: 
Penalties on Fees and Taxes

Fine for unpaid taxes or fees, 
first offense

Section 15 “failure to pay a fee 
assessed by the authority 
under this Act”

1% to 5% per dayf Unknown

a. We have assumed only one permit per provider is needed for a right-of-way not needing major repairs during a decade; this 
may understate the permit fees due.

b. Municipal fees vary widely under the current law; the language in the bill allows greater charges than those under existing 
law.

c. Referred to in bill as a “maintenance fee,” but a property tax under Michigan, US, and common law. See, e.g. Bolt v City of 
Lansing, 459 Mich 152 (1998); National Cable Television Ass’n v US, 415 US 336 (1974).

d. Assuming 3% increases in the CPI, the rate would grow to 9.4 cents per foot in ten years.
e. The resolution of certain definitional issues could significantly increase, or decrease, the length assessed. In addition, some 

providers may also abandon claims to old, obsolete, or marginally profitable lines rather than pay fees and taxes on their 
continued “access or use.”

f. A rate of 5% per day causes a $1000 unpaid levy to compound to over $1 million within five months.
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“Administrative Fee”

This charge is paid by a telecommunications provider to each municipality in which it 
has facilities or lines that use rights-of-way. This flat fee of $500 could roughly offset 
the municipal costs of processing a permit, where such processing is actually required. 
Although there is some question about the need to process a permit for the simple use of 
an existing line, the revenue collected under this section would be fee revenue unless it 
duplicated the charges imposed for the reimbursement of actual costs.

REVENUE ESTIMATE There are 1776 municipalities across the state.1 Many such municipalities have multiple 
telecommunications providers, each with multiple rights-of-way in use. We have 
assumed conservatively that the average number of permits received by municipalities 
will be just 5 in the first year, falling to 2 and then 1 in subsequent years. This assumes 
that permits are required initially (as stated explicitly in the bill), and then only when 
major new work was required.

There are no estimates available yet of the total fee revenue across the state, although it 
would be considerable.

The Charge for Reimbursement of Actual Costs

The bill authorizes local governments to charge for the reimbursement of their costs of 
reviewing drawings, engineering services, and other activities directly related to the 
original excavation and any maintenance of a right-of-way. Charges that directly offset 
the costs of government services are properly considered “fees.” 

CURRENT LAW It bears noting that Michigan law, as well as that of other states, has long authorized 
local governments to charge utilities, including telecommunications providers, for the 
costs of creating and maintaining their facilities in public rights-of-way.2 The Michigan 
telecommunications act of 1995, at sections 251 and 253, authorized municipalities to 
charge “the fixed and variable costs to the local unit of government in granting a permit 
and maintaining the right-of-ways, easements, or public places used by a provider.” The 
same language was included in the Michigan telecommunications act of 2000. The bill 
would repeal these sections and replace them with a more broadly-worded requirement 
that local governments charge for the reimbursement of their expenses.

1. Not including counties.
2. One authority notes this was settled at the US Supreme Court over a century ago in St. Louis v. 

Western Union Tel. Co., 148 U.S. 92 (1893); See Clarence West, The Information Highway 
Must Pay Its Way Through Cities: A Discussion of the Authority of State and Local Govern-
ments to be Compensated for the Use of Public Rights-Of-Way, 1 MICH.TELE-
COMM.TECH.L.REV. 29 (1995), available at <http://www.mttlr.org/volone/west.html>. 
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REIMBURSEMENT VS. 
“FRANCHISE FEES”

It also bears noting that these fees are distinct from “franchise fees,” which are paid for 
the right to provide service in certain areas, rather than the costs of using rights-of-way. 
Although some municipalities have charged fees that exceed their costs, these are not 
lawful “franchise fees.” It is this practice that has been legitimately called “broadband 
banditry.”

REVENUE ESTIMATES We have found no reliable statewide data on the municipal share of the costs of creating 
and maintaining telecom facilities in public rights-of-way. We have based our estimate 
on discussions with telecommunications providers that currently reimburse local gov-
ernments, and on observations that some communities charge excessive fees, and others 
charge less than the true cost.1

We estimate that, under current law, municipalities receive on average about 1.5 cents 
per foot of telecom lines in public rights-of-way. Because the bill would replace the cur-
rent “actual fixed and variable cost” definition with a broader statement of required 
charges (for “directly related” activities), we assume that the charges imposed on tele-
com providers will increase to approximately 2 cents per foot.

The Right-of-Way Property Tax

The seven-cents-per-linear-foot charge, although labeled a “maintenance fee” in the 
draft bill, is clearly a property tax. This area of law is particularly well-settled in Michi-
gan, and is documented in the section below.

There are only rough estimates available on the tax revenue from the right-of-way tax; 
these range from $60 to $100 million in the first year. There are many unsettled ques-
tions about the type of lines that would be subject to the tax, as well as how the tax 
would be assessed. We have adopted the following, conservative assumptions:

1. It does not apply to cables on private land, nor on cable TV lines, and is levied on a 
“per sheath” basis.

2. The bill, if enacted, would have a modest slowing effect on the building of new facil-
ities, although facilities would continue to be expanded at a healthy pace. The new 
taxes and fees, coupled with legal uncertainty, could slow down building by more 
than just a modest amount. 

3. This slowing would be partially offset by the growth of facilities subsidized by the 
new communications financing authority. This, again, may prove to be optimistic, as 
some facilities could be abandoned rather than have new taxes and fees imposed on 
their current owners.

1. For example, one Lansing-area township charged 25 cents per foot, far in excess of any actual 
cost.
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Penalties for Nonpayment of Taxes and Fees

Section 15 of the bill authorizes the Public Service Commission to hear complaints con-
cerning the Act, and to order fines and penalties for failing to comply with its provi-
sions. The section goes on to establish severe penalties for failing to pay any of the taxes 
or fees under the Act, which could range from 1% to 10% per day.

It bears noting that a 5% per day penalty--which could be levied on a first offense--is 
equivalent to an annual interest rate in excess of ten thousand percent.1 Such an interest 
rate is far in excess of an criminal usury statute, as well as any conceivable penalty 
interest rate levied by federal or state taxing authorities.2 Faced with such fines, a com-
pany that had any dispute over their taxes or fees would either pay quickly, or prepare to 
abandon the lines and facilities rather than have their entire net worth confiscated.

Given the significant taxation issues surrounding the charges levied by the act, the fact 
that the bill includes penalties that exceed confiscation is troubling.

1. One thousand dollars, compounded daily at an interest rate of 5%, turns into $4,100 in just one 
month; $100,000 in three months, and within a year becomes over a billion dollars. Even if we 
assume that the interest does not compound (a dangerous assumption for a taxpayer), the 
annual interest rate at 5% per day is over 1000%.

2. The standard IRS interest rate for overpayment or underpayment of taxes, as of April 2000, 
was 9% per year. In cases of nonpayment of taxes due to fraud, the IRS may levy a penalty of 
15% per month to a maximum of 75%. See publication 746, paragraph 14.
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Defining a “Tax”

The distinction between a “tax” and a “fee” is well-settled, particularly in Michigan. 
The key distinctions are:

1. A “fee” or “fee for service” or “user fee” is charged for an actual service, received 
by a person that chooses to receive the service. Lottery tickets, admission to parks, 
administrative fees that offset the costs of issuing drivers’ licenses, and other such 
charges are legitimate fees.

2. A “tax” is a government charge that is levied on a person without regard to their 
receipt of a specific service. Taxpayers, in general, have the same rights of any other 
citizen in determining the use of the funds they provide to the government. Income 
taxes, property taxes, and sales taxes are examples of government charges that fund 
a wide variety of services, in which the taxpayer has no individual right to determine 
the use of his or her funds.

3. A government charge that is labeled a “fee” will still be considered a tax, if the 
charge is disproportionate to the actual service received. In particular, if the “fee” 
revenue becomes a supplement to the general fund of the government, it is a tax.

These well-settled principles of law were thoroughly debated and documented in Report 
of the Blue Ribbon Commission on the Headlee Amendment, issued in 1994;1 and the 
Bolt v City of Lansing decisions by the Michigan Court of Appeals and the Michigan 
Supreme Court.2 The characteristic of taxes funding the general expenses of govern-
ment, and the conversion of a “fee” into a tax when it is disproportionate to the costs of 
the service, were noted by the Michigan Courts as far back as 1914.3 Other authorities 
have also opined on the difference.4

The property tax characteristic of this charge can be seen by the following:

1. The government charge is levied on the “access to or use of” a right-of-way. Such 
“access or use” is a property right. The charge is based on the size of the property—
not on its actual use by telecommunications providers, if such use could be deter-
mined. Thus, the tax is properly considered a property tax.

2. It is unrelated to any government costs. The government does incur some costs when 
a right-of-way is used to install or repair a line. These charges are reimbursed under 
a separate section of the bill, which requires that the charges be neither “excessive” 
nor “inadequate.” The government also charges an additional “administrative” or 

1. Governor Engler created the Commission by executive order in 1993, and appointed to it rep-
resentatives of taxpayers, local government, and state government. The report was issued by 
the State Treasurer. Patrick Anderson, a co-author of this report, was the principal author of the 
Commission report. The text of the report is available in the publications section of the Ander-
son Economic Group web site at http://www.andersoneconomicgroup.com.

2. Bolt v City of Lansing, 221 Mich App 91-92 (see especially the dissent of Judge Markman, cit-
ing the Headlee Blue Ribbon Commission report; 459 Mich 152 (1998); rehearing denied __ 
Mich __ (1999). 

3. Vernor v Secretary of State, 179 Mich 164 (1914); Merelli v St. Clair Shores (355 Mich 
583, 1959).
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“permit” fee. The combination of the permit fee and the reimbursement charges 
more than cover the costs of issuing permits and facilitating the use of the right-of-
way.

3. If funds other government activities. In this case, the tax revenue initially goes to the 
state government, which then distributes portions of the tax revenue to municipali-
ties, keeps some of it to cover its administrative costs, and then uses the remainder to 
fund other activities. [Sections 10 and 11]

4. In Iriquois Properties v East Lansing, 160 Mich App 544, 408 NW2d 495, lev den 429 Mich 
884 (1987), the court held that a true user fee for trash hauling (in which property owners who 
did not choose to use the service were not required to pay the fee) was not a tax. Furthermore, 
the court added that taxes levied to pay for such a service must be approved by the voters or 
would be struck down as unconstitutional.
   In 1980 OAG 506, the Attorney General concluded that a city could finance an ambulance 
service either through “fees for services” or through voter-approved taxes, adding that such 
taxes must be approved by the voters even if they were called “special assessments” in the 
enabling statute.
   These and other cases are cited in Patrick L. Anderson, How the Headlee Amendment Pro-
tects Michigan Taxpayers, 4th Edition; now available in partial form at http://www.anderson-
economicgroup.com.



Economic and Fiscal Impact Model Data

Variable Name Variables Values

Telecommunications Industry Data
Private_Sector Length of Lines 1,003,474,395.00  feet
NoM Number of Municipalities 1776
Reim_Rate_0 Average Reimbursed Charges, initial year $ 0.015                      per foot

Link Michigan Proposal Information

Right-of-Way Tax Data
tax_rate_1 Tax Rate per foot, initial year $ 0.07                        per foot
Inf_Rate Inflation Rate (CPI), per year (decimal) 0.03                        

Cost of Reimbursed Activities of Local Governments
Reim_Rate_1 Average Reimbursed Charges per lineal foot $ 0.020                      per foot

Distribution of Right-of-Way Tax Revenue
Mun_Perc Percentage of tax flowing into Municipalities via State 0.500                      
MichTelecom_Perc Percentage of tax flowing into Michigan Telecom Service Improvement Fund 0.025                      
MCCA_Perc Percentage of tax flowing into Michigan Community Communications Aut. 0.440                      
MPSC_Perc Percentage of tax flowing into Michigan Public Service Commission 0.035                      

Municipal "Permit" Fee Data
NoP Number of Applications per Municipality for the first year (2002) 5
App_Fee_1 Application Fee $ 500.00                    

Base Case (Current Law) Assumptions
Subsidized_0 Length of Subsidized Lines -                          feet

growth_rate_0 Growth rate of lines under the base scenario 1.2                          %
growth_rate_sub_0 Growth rate of subsidized lines under the base scenario -                              %

tax_rate_0 Tax Rate per foot $ -                              per foot

App_Fee_0 Application Fee $ -                              

Alternate (Link Michigan) Scenario Assumptions
Subsidized_1 Length of Subsidized Lines 5,000,000.00         feet

Subsidized Lines as a share of Private Sector Lines, 2004 0.00                        

growth_rate_1 Growth rate of private-sector lines under the MichLink scenario 1.0                          %
growth_rate_sub_1 Growth rate of subsidized lines under the MichLink scenario 0.8                          %

Revised, 12/7/01 Produced by BBK, Ltd.
P:\Models\Telecom\Input Data



LinkMichigan: Uses of Funds

BaseCase (No Change Case)

2001 -$                                       -$                                 -$                                            15,052,115.93$          15,052,115.93$                
2002 -$                                       -$                                 -$                                            15,689,723.56$          15,689,723.56$                
2003 -$                                       -$                                 -$                                            16,354,340.25$          16,354,340.25$                
2004 -$                                       -$                                 -$                                            17,047,110.10$          17,047,110.10$                
2005 -$                                       -$                                 -$                                            17,769,225.68$          17,769,225.68$                
2006 -$                                       -$                                 -$                                            18,521,930.08$          18,521,930.08$                
2007 -$                                       -$                                 -$                                            19,306,519.04$          19,306,519.04$                
2008 -$                                       -$                                 -$                                            20,124,343.19$          20,124,343.19$                
2009 -$                                       -$                                 -$                                            20,976,810.36$          20,976,810.36$                
2010 -$                                       -$                                 -$                                            21,865,388.05$          21,865,388.05$                
2011 -$                                       -$                                 -$                                            22,791,605.89$          22,791,605.89$                
2012 -$                                       -$                                 -$                                            23,757,058.31$          23,757,058.31$                

12-YEAR TOTAL: -$                                       -$                                -$                                           229,256,170.43$        229,256,170.43$             

Alternate Case (LinkMichigan Case)

2001 -$                                       -$                                 -$                                            15,052,115.93$          15,052,115.93$                
2002 2,483,097.39$                       31,216,081.48$               1,773,640.99$                            60,791,108.13$          96,263,927.99$                
2003 2,583,166.22$                       32,474,089.56$               1,845,118.73$                            60,398,057.78$          97,300,432.29$                
2004 2,700,578.25$                       33,950,126.51$               1,928,984.46$                            62,174,592.01$          100,754,281.23$              
2005 2,809,384.13$                       35,317,971.91$               2,006,702.95$                            64,643,819.42$          104,777,878.40$              
2006 2,922,573.84$                       36,740,928.29$               2,087,552.74$                            67,212,532.89$          108,963,587.77$              
2007 3,040,324.01$                       38,221,216.13$               2,171,660.01$                            69,884,740.81$          113,317,940.96$              
2008 3,162,818.38$                       39,761,145.37$               2,259,155.99$                            72,664,613.06$          117,847,732.80$              
2009 3,290,248.10$                       41,363,118.99$               2,350,177.22$                            75,556,487.53$          122,560,031.85$              
2010 3,422,812.02$                       43,029,636.84$               2,444,865.73$                            78,564,876.90$          127,462,191.49$              
2011 3,560,717.00$                       44,763,299.46$               2,543,369.29$                            81,694,475.65$          132,561,861.40$              
2012 3,704,178.24$                       46,566,812.17$               2,645,841.60$                            84,950,167.42$          137,866,999.43$              

12-YEAR TOTAL: 33,679,897.58$                     423,404,426.72$            24,057,069.70$                         793,587,587.53$        1,274,728,981.53$          

Revised, 12/7/01 (a) Municipal revenue includes permit fees, reimbursements, and distribution of Produced by BBK, Ltd.
     Right-of-Way tax revenue. P:\Models\Telecom\Input Data

Michigan Public Service 
Commission Revenue

Michigan Public Service 
Commission Revenue

Municipal Revenue 
(a)

Total Tax and Fee 
Revenue

Municipal Revenue 
(a)

Total Tax and Fee 
Revenue

Michigan Community 
Communications 

Authority Revenue
Michigan Telecommunication 

Service Improvement Fund

Michigan Community 
Communications 

Authority Revenue
Michigan Telecommunication 

Service Improvement Fund



LinkMichigan: Sources of Funds

BaseCase (No Change Case)

2001 -$                            -$                            15,052,115.93$         15,052,115.93$         
2002 -$                            -$                            15,689,723.56$         15,689,723.56$         
2003 -$                            -$                            16,354,340.25$         16,354,340.25$         
2004 -$                            -$                            17,047,110.10$         17,047,110.10$         
2005 -$                            -$                            17,769,225.68$         17,769,225.68$         
2006 -$                            -$                            18,521,930.08$         18,521,930.08$         
2007 -$                            -$                            19,306,519.04$         19,306,519.04$         
2008 -$                            -$                            20,124,343.19$         20,124,343.19$         
2009 -$                            -$                            20,976,810.36$         20,976,810.36$         
2010 -$                            -$                            21,865,388.05$         21,865,388.05$         
2011 -$                            -$                            22,791,605.89$         22,791,605.89$         
2012 -$                            -$                            23,757,058.31$         23,757,058.31$         

12-YEAR TOTAL: -$                          -$                          229,256,170.43$      229,256,170.43$      

Alternate Case (LinkMichigan Case)

2001 -$                            -$                            15,052,115.93$         15,052,115.93$         
2002 70,945,639.73$         4,440,000.00$           20,878,288.26$         96,263,927.99$         
2003 73,804,749.01$         1,776,000.00$           21,719,683.28$         97,300,432.29$         
2004 77,159,378.44$         888,000.00$              22,706,902.80$         100,754,281.23$       
2005 80,268,117.97$         888,000.00$              23,621,760.43$         104,777,878.40$       
2006 83,502,109.75$         888,000.00$              24,573,478.01$         108,963,587.77$       
2007 86,866,400.30$         888,000.00$              25,563,540.66$         113,317,940.96$       
2008 90,366,239.47$         888,000.00$              26,593,493.33$         117,847,732.80$       
2009 94,007,088.62$         888,000.00$              27,664,943.22$         122,560,031.85$       
2010 97,794,629.19$         888,000.00$              28,779,562.30$         127,462,191.49$       
2011 101,734,771.50$       888,000.00$              29,939,089.90$         132,561,861.40$       
2012 105,833,664.02$       888,000.00$              31,145,335.41$         137,866,999.43$       

12-YEAR TOTAL: 962,282,788.00$       14,208,000.00$        298,238,193.54$      1,274,728,981.53$   

Revised, 12/7/01 Produced by BBK, Ltd.
P:\Models\Telecom\Input Data
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Figure 2: Michigan Public Service Commission Revenue
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Figure 3: Michigan Community Communications Authority Revenue
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Figure 4: Michigan Telecommunication Service Improvement Fund
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Figure 5: Right-of-Way Tax Revenue
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Figure 6: Total "Link Michigan" Tax and Fee Revenue
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Broadband Availability
As of December 2000, by Zip Code

Internet access available at
less than 200 kbps

Broadband access available
at more than 200 kbps

FCC Reported High-Speed Availability by Zip Code, As of December 2000

The Federal Communication Commission
definition of "high-speed" includes ADSL,
Coaxial Cable, Fiber, Satellite & Fixed Wireless,
and other wireline services that offer access
fees in excess of 200 kbps.

These figures do not include T1 lines or other
"enterprise solutions" that are available to
virtually every business within Michigan. Nor
does this map accurately reflect the availability
of high-speed access that does not exceed
200 kbps (e.g. ISDN).

BBK, Ltd. Anderson Economic Group
www.AndersonEconomicGroup.com
Lansing - Chicago - Detroit

29 November 2001
Source: FCC Form 477 Zip Code Data

Data Notes:

The map also does not distinguish areas with 100
percent deployment, nor does it indicate zip codes
in which service originated since December 2000.
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FCC Reported High-Speed Availability by Zip Code, Detail 1

Grand Rapids Metro Area Detail

Traverse City Area Detail

The Federal Communication Commission
definition of "high-speed" includes ADSL,
Coaxial Cable, Fiber, Satellite & Fixed Wireless,
and other wireline services that offer access
fees in excess of 200 kbps.

These figures do not include T1 lines or other
"enterprise solutions" that are available to
virtually every business within Michigan. Nor
does this map accurately reflect the availability
of high-speed access that does not exceed
200 kbps (e.g. ISDN).

BBK, Ltd. Anderson Economic Group
www.AndersonEconomicGroup.com
Lansing - Chicago - Detroit

29 November 2001
Source: FCC Form 477 Zip Code Data

Data Notes:

The map also does not distinguish areas with 100
percent deployment, nor does it indicate zip codes
in which service originated since December 2000.
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Detroit Metro Area Detail
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The Federal Communication Commission
definition of "high-speed" includes ADSL,
Coaxial Cable, Fiber, Satellite & Fixed Wireless,
and other wireline services that offer access
fees in excess of 200 kbps.

These figures do not include T1 lines or other
"enterprise solutions" that are available to
virtually every business within Michigan. Nor
does this map accurately reflect the availability
of high-speed access that does not exceed
200 kbps (e.g. ISDN).

BBK, Ltd. Anderson Economic Group
www.AndersonEconomicGroup.com
Lansing - Chicago - Detroit

29 November 2001
Source: FCC Form 477 Zip Code Data

Data Notes:

The map also does not distinguish areas with 100
percent deployment, nor does it indicate zip codes
in which service originated since December 2000.
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The Federal Communication Commission
definition of "high-speed" includes ADSL,
Coaxial Cable, Fiber, Satellite & Fixed Wireless,
and other wireline services that offer access
fees in excess of 200 kbps.

These figures do not include T1 lines or other
"enterprise solutions" that are available to
virtually every business within Michigan. Nor
does this map accurately reflect the availability
of high-speed access that does not exceed
200 kbps (e.g. ISDN).

BBK, Ltd. Anderson Economic Group
www.AndersonEconomicGroup.com
Lansing - Chicago - Detroit

29 November 2001
Source: FCC Form 477 Zip Code Data

Data Notes:

The map also does not distinguish areas with 100
percent deployment, nor does it indicate zip codes
in which service originated since December 2000.
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T1 Internet Access Availability by Telecom Exchange Area, December 2001

BBK Ltd. Anderson Economic Group
29 November 2001
Source: Telecommunications Association
of Michigan member survey
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DSL Internet Access Availability by Telecom Exchange Area, December 2001
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29 November 2001
Source: Telecommunications Association
of Michigan member survey


